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Essay – Nestle – SWOT Analysis

In business field, organisations tend to utilise diverse kinds of frameworks in order to
understand their internal as well as external threats. There are diverse kinds of frameworks
that are available for organisation to use; however, the major ones utilised by organisations
are PESTLE analysis, and SWOT analysis. For this report, the company chosen is Nestle and
the framework chosen for the organisation is SWOT analysis.
Nestle S.A. is a multinational packaged foods and refreshment maker headquartered
in Switzerland. It is generally thought to be the world's biggest sustenance maker, with more
than 2000 brands and operations in 197 nations (Phillips, 2014). At present Nestle works in
12 distinct sections of the purchaser items business sector, including infant nourishments,
filtered water, grains, sweet, espresso, readied and pre-packaged sustenance, and dairy,
among many others.
SWOT investigation is a valuable method for comprehension the qualities and
weaknesses, and for recognising both the opportunities open to the association and the threats
that associations face. SWOT is especially intense in the way that it can offer the association
some assistance with uncovering opportunities that are very much put to abuse (Moura,
Branco, & Camoesas, 2015). Also, by comprehension the weaknesses of the business, the
association can oversee and eradicate threats that would some way or another catch it
unprepared.
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Figure 1 - SWOT Diagram

Source –
The SWOT analysis of Nestle as follows –
Strengths:


Nestle is a profoundly broadened organisation working in various markets and
divisions of those commercial segments.



The variety of products provides Nestle a compact capability to atmosphere monetary
characteristics in light of the fact that it functions a varied choice of units of the
commercial segment (Cherry, 2011).



Nestle has concrete relations with retailers.

Weaknesses


Much of its treaties depend on a pair all around professed products. This types the
organisation powerless versus any unexpected variations in consumer manner.



Grocery trades in selected real markets are increasingly packed in the influences of a
duo of goliath vendors, for instance, Tesco in the United Kingdom and Kroger and
Wal-Mart in the United States. These organisations can compel severe reductions in
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amount. Certain of these vendors are resolute to complementing term brand matters
with more-productive house products.


Certain of its products, perhaps, Carnation milk, are not custom-made to cutting edge
means of lifetime and are understood as obsolete by a few clienteles.

Opportunities


Development in online retail could accelerate new dispersal outlets, perhaps, Amazon
Prime that can evade conventional vendors.



Amplified optional cash flow in states like China may well construct the attention for
overspending objects like purified water, frozen yogurt and pet sustenance.



Variations in technique of life, perhaps, lengthier work hours, additional females in
the personnel, and additional single-individual family components, enlarge the
attention for pre-packaged nourishments (Macdonald, 2012).

Threats


Vendors, perhaps, Kroger, Aldi and Wal-Mart are increasingly progressing house
brands, which are more profitable for them. House brands are regularly vended at an
inferior worth and given more noteworthy perceivability on stands. Limited vendors,
perhaps, Aldi and Trader Joe's underscore house brands to the disadvantage of
conventional objects.



There is heaviness from extensive vendors, perhaps, Wal-Mart to amended prices.



The emerging operation of new retail means, perhaps, Amazon Prime and dollar
provisions might not reinforce expected retail goods.
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Overall, Nestle has certain advantages and opportunities that it can look into and
make those its strong areas. On the other hand, the weaknesses and threats need to be
controlled in order to avoid any damage.
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